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My room was so tidy, and looked nearly new.
Then things took it over, not sure what to do.

Now I am in trouble. My mom is upset.
This room’s a disaster, and that I regret.

Yes, stuff just expanded
all over the place.
The next page will show you
there just is no space.
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I tried stacking up things
and filling my drawers.
But too much is too much,
the mess mom deplores.

The spaces I hide junk, my closet and bed,
are now spilling over, piles growing instead.
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I have an idea that
I’ve not had before,
to use stuff to build things
that help with this chore.

I’ll take all the clutter
that litters right now,
and give it a purpose

my mom will allow.
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Can you find the pieces,
all scattered throughout,
that I used to build what
this story’s about?
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The first bot’s named Alvin with only one eye.
He’ll look at what’s needed and always comply.
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My Max is so funny
with springs for his hair.

He sees twice 
the housework,

‘cause cross-eyed he 
stares.
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There also is Irwin who’s always content
to do what is needed and never relent.
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The fourth bot is Freddie, who works ‘round the clock.
His big nose finds lost things.

Yuck! Smelly old sock.
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Then Mick picks up rubbish,
though sometimes confuses
my homework for garbage.
School lessons he loses.
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Sweet Lilly loves helping. 
She’ll clear off my bed.
And clean out my closet,
the work that I dread.
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The seventh is Izzy. She dances all day, 
She mops up and vacumns each step of the way.
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My best bot is Kaycee,
her list she consults
to check on the progress
and get great results.
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My mom is now smiling.
She’s proud of her son.
Now where do my bots go
when chores are all done?

I’ll give mom first option
of helpers to pick.
Assisting with housework,
they’ll finish it quick.
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My mom now has Lilly to make beds and dust.
She also wants Irwin. His hard work’s a must.

I’ll let all my friends know
I have bots to share,

so they can have help, too,
and show them I care.
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Well, this is my story for fixing a mess.
My robot creations are fun, I confess.
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